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This paper presents a new simplification method for weightedfinite automata. The
method suggests efficient approaches to some problems that are related to intersection of
automata.

Minimal automata can be made smaller through simplifications such asmerging of states.
Although such simplifications change the recognized language, some other essential
properties of the automaton may be preserved. For example, if we want to count, in a
deterministic automaton, the strings whose length is belowsome limit, we can first merge
some states and then count the number of strings using the simplified result that may be
smaller than a minimal automaton [3]. The idea of various simplifications that preserve
certain essential properties lends itself also to the case where the strings are described
conjuctively, by an intersection of multiple automata. State merging when computing
properties of an intersection can reduce the overal time complexity, and it resembles
the projection operation of relation tables that is used in query optimization in modern
database systems [5].

Our method assumes that an intersection of multiple minimalautomata is carried out
through pairwise intersections of automata. Some properties in the automata to be inter-
sected indicate redundancy that leads to simple optimizations that are possible especially
in unweighted automata, but also in some classes of weightedautomata:

• The letters outside the intersection of the alphabets of theautomata are useless.

• When we have already computed an intersection of a pair of automata, we cansave
one of the input automata as a so-calledreference automatonand use it for further
simplifications of the intersection result: states in the result can be merged as long
as the simplified automaton rejects such a string of the reference automaton that is
rejected by the intersection result.

• During a pairwise intersection, letters that never change the state of a (completely
specified) input automaton, can be substituted withǫ in both the automata. The sub-
stituted letters can be restored later by means of an inversemapping fromǫ and the
reference automaton.

• Trivial cycles on an input letter can be added to the simplified automaton, if this
change does not add new strings to the intersection of the reference automaton and
the simplified result.
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These reductions are based on the structure of the intersected automata. Especially, we
will merge only such states that areconnectedbecause this policy helps to preserve some
properties throughout the simplifications. To enable more state merges, weexpand the
common alphabetof the automata in such a way that it is possible to determine the states
of the reference automaton through local or piecewise testable properties of the strings. The
representation for the intersection result comprises, thus, at least one reference automaton,
the simplified automata and a mapping from the expanded alphabet to the original one.
Our representation is related to automata decompositions using covers [9].

Efficient algorithms for the proposed method will be given. Some precursors of these
algorithms have been known for some years [6, 7], but our new algorithms merge more states
and they can be applied to a wider range of automata. Because merging of connected states
resemblesǫ-removal, there remain some restrictions on the generic applicability [2]. The
new algorithms have been implemented as an extension (fsiglibrary) to AT& T’s fsmlibrary
collection of tools for manipulation of weighted finite transducers.

The original motivation for these methods comes from the framework of Finite-State
Intersection Grammar (FSIG) [1] that is used for natural language parsing and disam-
biguation. The existing FSIG systems parse sentences by intersecting some 100 – 2600
deterministic finite automata, and the parsing result usually consists of only a small num-
ber of strings. Tapanainen [4] has investigated various strategies for constructing the final
result by intersecting a pair of automata at a time in different orders and observed that
some of the intermediate automata can become extremely large. In contrast to Tapanainen
(ibid.), our representation for intermediate results involves a set of automata. Such a repre-
sentation for the setL of strings recognized by all the input automata can be exponentially
smaller than the fully expanded intersection.

In some special cases, the emptiness ofL can be decided efficiently simply by computing
the pairwise simplified intersections in a careful order, without any need to expand the
simplified automata into the final intersection automaton. Such an efficient solution for
the emptiness of the intersection is obtained if the automata describe strings that encode
tree structures through balanced bracketing. This is true,in particular, for the automata
of a Bracketed FSIG(B-FSIG). The automata of a B-FSIG can be divided into smaller
automata each of which describes properties at different nesting levels [8]. When the
automata for different levels are intersected in an appropriate order, the simplification
method presented implements a kind ofstructure sharingthrough which the exponential
growth of intermediate results is avoided until the compactrepresentation is expanded to
the final intersection result.

The structure sharing of balanced bracketings enables the following applications of our
compact representation:

• backtrack-free search for a string (if there is a such one) belonging toL;

• constructing directly the final intersection result where all the states are both accessible
and co-accessible;

• efficient enumeration of the strings ofL in a lexicographical order;

• (possibly) searching for the best weighted string inL in a way that uses local ambi-
guity packing; and
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• (possibly) computing the string count ofL (if L is finite) without expanding the
compact representation into a single automaton.

These possibilities remain to be studied later and they are not covered by our presentation.
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